Su r f N St u ff N Tips
GET A CYBER MAKEOVER

KEEP YOUR BRAIN IN TRIM

Seems you can't flip a channel on television without
landing on a makeover show. If you ever wondered
what you'd look like with some tweaking, a fascinating site awaits you.

Nowadays, a solid source of word games can be
found online at CrosswordPuzzleGames. It's a
family-friendly site that sticks to dictionary words.
And with 32,400 free crossword puzzles, you could
do one a day for 88 years and still not run out!

The Perception Laboratory's Face Transformer
changes the age, race or sex of your uploaded
photo.

Start with a 12x12 word grid or move up to the
18x18 version. Tools include a puzzle solver just in
case you get stuck. Or use the crossword creator to
make your own puzzles for home, school or work.

All you need is a 640 by 480 pixel image in either a
jpg or gif format and a Java-enabled browser.

Daily Pick--a fresh crossword puzzle everyday, just
like the daily newspaper!

Upload your photo to the site, click on the dropdown menu and "pick your peeps." Or go extreme and transform your image into a funny caricature or classic art style.

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:
<http://www.crosswordpuzzlegames.com/>

While not a detailed nip and tuck, you do get back
overall "morphs" quite quickly.
Come on and give it a try... its fun to see what you
could look like!

FIRST THINGS FIRST WITH MAYO
FIRST AID

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:
<http://www.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~morph/
Transformer/index.html>

When it comes to medical education and research,
the Mayo Clinic is one of the best. So why not consult the best with your first-aid questions?
Mayo's First-Aid Guide lists over 50 medical topics in alphabetical order for quick retrieval. Once a
topic is clicked, a brief summary of signs and symptoms is displayed, as well as suggested first-aid
steps.

IT S NOT CHEATING IT S 1 UP!
Do you like to play games on your computer?

Bookmark the First-Aid Guide so you'll have it when
you need it most.

If you've ever tried to get to that next level and cannot figure it out, today's site may help. It's for serious computer gamers. The Cheats 1-up site takes
no prisoners in revealing tips and tricks to whip your
opponent.
Get hot tips on new games, join message
boards and find other gamers to play.

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:
<http://www.mayoclinic.com/findinformation/
firstaidandselfcare/index.cfm>

TO VISIT THIS SITE, GO HERE:
http://cheats.1up.com
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